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‘Chosen Ancestors’
Aeneid 6 and Seamus Heaney’s Pieties

Bernard O’Donoghue

A complete translation by Seamus Heaney of Aeneid 6 had long been rumoured, 
so its posthumous appearance in 2016 was a major event. Heaney had said that 
he wanted to produce a ‘poetic remaking of Book VI’, by contrast with his more 
dutiful translation of Beowulf, which he said to begin with he did ‘not know or 
love enough’ to remake poetically. I want to look at Heaney’s version of Book 6, 
side by side with the book’s presence in his last volume of poems Human Chain 
(2010), to examine why he felt so drawn to that book, noting too that Heaney was 
a great but selective venerator of previous poets: for example Dante, Mandelstam, 
Yeats, Eliot, Lowell and Hughes as well as Virgil. By ‘chosen ancestors’ I mean 
familial progenitors, as Anchises was for Aeneas, as well as some of those poetic 
predecessors. Heaney had also turned to Virgil as ancestor in the eclogues of 
his 2001 book Electric Light, not only by translating Virgil’s Eclogue 9 but in 
writing two Virgilian eclogues of his own, ‘Bann Valley Eclogue’ (modelled on 
Virgil’s Eclogue 4, and structured as an exchange between ‘Poet’ and ‘Virgil’) and 
‘Glanmore Eclogue’.

My concern now, though, is with Heaney’s negotiations with Aeneid 6. What I 
want to argue is that, important as the translation of ‘the whole thing’ was for 
Heaney and his readers, the suggestiveness that he found in various episodes in 
Book 6 was no less significant and productive throughout his writing life. I want 
to note the two major themes from that book that Heaney is most concerned 
with: first, the transactions between the living and the dead. The fact that 
Heaney’s translation was itself posthumous, coming as a voice from the grave, is 
ironically, but powerfully, in keeping with this major theme – it is perhaps even 
the principal theme – of Aeneid 6. Second, the kinds of piety and obligation 
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that he derives from pius Aeneas: I will argue that Heaney’s application of these 
pieties is significantly different, particularly in relation to family. What I want to 
conclude is that many of the concerns in Heaney’s writing, especially in Human 
Chain and the 1991 collection Seeing Things, written after the death of his father 
and much concerned with it, are informed by the spirit of Aeneid 6, even where 
he is not translating. Much of the importance of Book 6 for Heaney is variations 
on a theme, as well as translations of the letter of the book.

Latin or Greek?

One of the myriad interesting thoughts that Dennis O’Driscoll puts to Seamus 
Heaney in Stepping Stones, his extensive book of interviews with him in 2008, 
is ‘Considering that Latin had been your school subject, it is surprising how 
frequently you draw on Greek literature and myth’ (SS, 293): an observation 
that, of course, gained great poignancy with the poet’s ‘Noli timere’ message 
sent to his wife just before his death and the phrase ‘his beloved Latin’ used 
by his son Michael in his address at his father’s funeral. Heaney’s response to 
O’Driscoll’s remark is interesting: he says that much of the Roman stuff was 
‘texted’ to us, ‘whereas the Greeks turfed it all out on their own … [T]he Irish 
word fleadh would cover what happened on many of their calendar days better 
than the word “festival”. Epidauros wasn’t exactly Glyndebourne: there was a 
touch of Knock shrine about it, maybe even Puck Fair.’ This Dionysiac link is 
very funny from the Irish-sounding verb ‘turfed’ onwards, and it belongs in a 
well established informal tradition in which Irish writers claim affinity with the 
Greeks (like Oscar Wilde saying ‘we Irish are too poetical to be poets; we are a 
nation of brilliant failures, but we are the greatest talkers since the Greeks’).1

As O’Driscoll says, Greek becomes very important to Heaney, who says that 
in Harvard one book he ‘bought by chance turned out to be of great and 
permanent interest: William K. Guthrie’s The Greeks and Their Gods. That’s 
where I learned about the relationship between herm and Hermes. … Hermes 
as god of travellers and marketplaces and suchlike, was concerned with cairns 
at crossroads and stone-heaps of all sorts. Through all that, I began to connect 

1Quoted by Yeats in ‘The Trembling of the Veil’, Autobiographies, 135.
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him with my father, and so you got “The Stone Verdict” ’2 (in The Haw Lantern 
[1987], the first book after his father’s death and the first with a major Greek 
presence). Within the poems too there is considerable engagement with Greek 
as well as Latin literature, from ‘Hercules and Antaeus’ in North onwards; in 
2012 an illustrated collection of Heaney poems drawing on Greek and Latin 
was published in a limited, luxury edition entitled Stone from Delphi by The 
Arion Press, including 49 poems and excerpts from 17 of Heaney’s books 
spanning 50 years; and in his introduction to Robert Fitzgerald’s translation 
of the Odyssey Heaney discusses at some length what he admires in Homer 
(as well as, repeatedly, paying tribute to his Harvard friend Fitzgerald, the 
translator of ‘all of Homer’). In the ‘Sonnets from Hellas’ in Electric Light in 
2001 Heaney identifies in passing with Telemachos. But it is vital to recognise 
that Heaney admires and responds to the ‘texted’ inheritance of Latin at least 
as much. Though the uses of Greek themes and settings in the translations of 
the drama and in the poems of North and elsewhere are very evident, there is a 
sustained linguistic presence of Latin in Heaney’s work, often, as we will see, 
left untranslated (as Greek never really is, despite words like omphalos and herm, 
things which are present as objects from Greek culture).

About his debt to past poetic inspirations, Heaney said in introducing his use 
of Dante and the particular Dante he wanted to evoke: ‘when poets turn to the 
great masters of the past, they turn to an image of their own creation, one which 
is likely to be a reflection of their own imaginative needs, their own artistic 
inclinations and procedures’. The most famous modern statement in English of 
this ‘turning’ to the past is T.S. Eliot’s observation in his 1921 essay on Philip 
Massinger: ‘Immature poets borrow; mature poets steal’. In this context, my 
subject today is an obvious one: why did Heaney turn so much to Virgil? What 
‘imaginative need’ did he meet for him? And what Virgil did he turn to? Heaney 
invites the question: on the back cover of the Faber edition of his translation, he 
says ‘All the great myths are consistent with what you need. You need a sense of 
moving on, crossing something – into the dark … into the unknown. The great 
mythical stories of the afterworld are stories which stay with you and which ease 
you towards the end, towards a destination and a tradition.’

2Stepping Stones, 293.
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Afterworld Stories: Crossing the Styx – the Riverbank

We might rephrase the question of Virgil’s appeal by asking more figuratively: 
what are the Sortes Virgilianae for Heaney’s time and writing? To start with, 
Heaney tells us that, though Book 9 was the set text of the Aeneid for his Latin 
A-Level, Book 6 was what was assigned to him by lottery, so to speak. His Virgil 
fell open at the dealings of Aeneas with his father Anchises. It is worth noting 
at the start that, if Book 6 now seems the book for our times, it was not always 
so in English. From Dryden to the Victorians, and from Purcell to Berlioz, the 
episode of Dido in Book 4 was in Dryden’s words ‘not only now esteem’d the 
most pleasing entertainment of the Aeneis, but was so accounted in his own 
age’.3 The Dido episode was the stumbling block for the ethics of the work, 
both for Dryden and his early-Enlightenment contemporaries (in French too, 
as voiced by Jean Regnault de Segrais, Dryden’s contemporary who translated 
the Aeneid into French in 1668). The dilemma is best expressed in Dryden’s 
magnificently humane4 conclusion to his discussion of the abandonment of 
Dido in the Dedication of his translation of the Aeneid: ‘Upon the whole matter, 
and humanly speaking, I doubt there was a fault somewhere; and Jupiter is 
better able to bear the blame than either Virgil or Aeneas. The poet, it seems, 
had found it out, and therefore brings the deserting hero and the forsaken lady 
to meet together in the lower regions, where he excuses himself when ’t is too 
late; and accordingly she will take no satisfaction, nor so much as hear him.’ 

This takes us into Book 6, of course, and Dido’s holding ‘aversa’ from Aeneas, 
which T.S. Eliot calls ‘perhaps the most telling snub in all poetry’. It is striking 
that the text which was the ‘most pleasing entertainment of the whole Aeneis’ for 
Dryden and his time also presented the greatest moral and ideological challenge 
– judging between Aeneas’s obligation to press on with his high mission towards 
the foundation of Rome and his personal love-obligation to Dido – and there is 
a similar (though not identical) dilemma for Heaney and his time. 

3Still indeed in 1979, M. Owen Lee says ‘Book 4 is perhaps the best known part of the Aeneid, and its heroine 
is perhaps the only figure to pass from the literature of Rome to the literature of the world’ (Fathers and Sons in Virgil’s 
Aeneid. Tum Genitor Natum [Albany: SUNY Press, 1979], p. 50).
4In his discussion of pietas, Owen Lee says that a sense it cannot have is ‘humanity’ (Ibid. p. 20, with reference 
to Catullus).
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Heaney’s repeated reservations about the later, imperialist section of Book 6 
echo the concerns of seventeenth-century writers in English and French about 
Aeneas’s betrayal which Dryden is attempting – not wholeheartedly – to allay. 
And it remains striking – and strange – how Dryden’s misgivings about the 
responsibility for the abandonment of Dido in his preferred book of the Aeneid 
parallel Heaney’s reservations about the politics of the end of his favourite book. 
You might wonder if a problematic ethic is an element – maybe unconscious 
– in the preference in the first place. As a parallel to this notion of ‘the text for 
the times’ and how it changes through time we might remember that, though 
Paolo and Francesca in canto 5 of Inferno was the most recurrent Dante episode 
in the nineteenth century in art and poetry (an episode often linked to Virgil’s 
Aeneas and Dido), from Chaucer to the Romantics Ugolino was the most 
revisited and disturbing episode: in making that dominant again (at the end of 
Field Work in 1979), Heaney was reverting to an earlier emphasis – and not just 
responding to the relevance of the episode in the era of the IRA hunger-strikers 
and the Northern Irish ‘dirty protest’ as Ugolino gnaws at the skull of his enemy 
Archbishop Ruggieri in Inferno 33 (SS, 425).

Heaney and Aeneid 6 in detail

But first, Heaney’s translation of Aeneid 6 and why he turned to that: when it 
was published in 2016, his prefixed ‘Translator’s Note’ gave a clear account of 
why this work had such personal importance for him. It was, he says, ‘the result 
of a lifelong desire to honour the memory of my Latin teacher at St Columb’s 
College, Father Michael McGlinchey’, with whom he studied the Aeneid at 
school (book 9 though, not 6, to Father McGlinchey’s lamenting regret). And 
the attachment to Book 6 originated with the purchase of a used copy of it in 
a Belfast bookshop when he was a schoolboy, an experience described in his 
12-section poem ‘Route 110’ in his last volume of poems, Human Chain in 2010 
(this purchase was what the Sortes Virgilianae allotted to the young Heaney).5 

5Interestingly, in a forthcoming essay, Edith Hall describes how Heaney as a schoolboy annotated his edition of 
the whole Aeneid in Mackail’s prose translation. See Seamus Heaney and the Classics: Bann Valley Muses, ed. Stephen 
Harrison et al. (Oxford University Press, 2019) There is another interesting echo here: the only well-known English 
translation of Book 6 on its own is by John Harrington in 1604; his better-known kinsman, the republican theorist 
and writer Sir James Harrington, translated the whole Aeneid in the 1650s or 1660s.
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‘Route 110’ begins by describing how Heaney bought his used copy, and in the 
‘Translator’s Note’ he goes on to explain the mythic parallels with Book 6 in 
Human Chain, describing how the twelve sections of ‘Route 110’ ‘plotted incidents 
from my own life against certain well-known episodes in Book VI: thus a bus 
inspector’s direction of passengers to the bus for Route 110 – the one I often took 
from Belfast to my home in County Derry – parallels the moment when Charon 
directs the shades on board his barge to cross the Styx; and a memory of the wake 
of a drowned neighbour whose body was not retrieved for three days shadowed 
the case of Aeneas’s both of the drowned, unburied helmsman Palinurus, and 
the ritual burial of Misenus.’6 When the bus inspector ‘separated and directed 
everybody’, the passengers ‘scattered as instructed’, flocking to the kerbs ‘like 
agitated rooks / Around a rookery’ – the simile in Virgil is translated in Heaney’s 
version as ‘flocks of birds / Blown inward from the stormy ocean.’ The shopkeeper 
is the Sibyl who hands over the book as Virgil’s Sibyl instructs Aeneas; the pet-
shop in the second poem is ‘silent now as birdless Lake Avernus’, recalling one 
of Virgil’s most familiar images. Later in the sequence, in the meadows of ‘the 
happy shades’, Orpheus weaving ‘among them, sweeping strings’ is compared 
to the ‘wavering tenor of Slim Whitman’ (whose voice was the commonest 
accompaniment to the ‘turfing’ at local festivities in Ireland in the 1950s).

The poem immediately before ‘Route 110’, ‘The Riverbank Field’ makes 
explicit on the page its derivation from Aeneid 6, by quoting from line 705 in 
Fairclough’s Loeb edition and giving line-references to it at the end. Heaney says 
that he will ‘confound the Lethe in Moyola’ 

By coming through Back Park down from Grove Hill
Across Long Rigs to the riverbank –
Which way, by happy chance, will take me past

The domos placidas, ‘those peaceful homes’
Of Upper Broagh. (HC, 46)

The ‘happy chance’ acknowledges a serendipitous aptness of Virgil. The summer 
bees of Virgil’s following simile are replaced by evening moths, and Virgil’s 

6Seamus Heaney, Aeneid Book VI (London: Faber & Faber, 2016), p. VIII. Subsequent references in the text.
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candida lilia by ‘Midge veils’. But everything else – willow-leaves and grass – is 
the same, and the famous following words of Anchises are left in Latin and then 
translated in Heaney’s verse-form: ‘spirits’, that is, / To whom second bodies are 
owed by fate’. Then the poem continues, ‘as enjoined to often’, ‘in my own words’ 
without the Latin. The words come back to mind by the end of the poem in this 
highly elegiac volume, with souls ‘longing to dwell in flesh and blood / Under the 
dome of the sky.’

It is striking that in this passage among the chosen ancestral voices is Heaney’s 
own poem ‘Broagh’ (in Wintering Out, 1972), the first line of which is ‘Riverbank’, 
a translation of the Irish placename. ‘Riverbank’ is, of course, a highly resonant 
word in the eschatological geography of Aeneid 6, as noted by Peter McDonald,7 
with the souls of the unburied thronging to the shore of ‘Cocytus and the Stygian 
marsh’, prompting Heaney’s Aeneas to ask the Sibyl ‘What does it mean, O Sibyl, 
/ This push to the riverbank?’ The place name ‘Broagh’ and the field called ‘The 
Riverbank Field’ were already actual, physical localities in Heaney’s environment; 
but, as he had famously put it in another context, his ‘roots were crossed with his 
reading’ on the riverbank. We might note the same movement between translation 
and quotation in Irish as in Latin, the matter raised by McDonald’s phrase ‘the 
need for translation’ in his essay in Seamus Heaney and the Classics.

Heaney and the question of Predecessors

The notion that a poet can be their own ancestor by invoking their earlier work 
is not too fanciful or unfamiliar in the modernist era: it is, for example, what 
happens in this famous passage in Eliot’s Little Gidding:

 So I assumed a double part, and cried
 And heard another’s voice cry: ‘What! Are you here?’

Although we were not. I was still the same,
 Knowing myself yet being someone other –
 And he a face still forming.8

7See Peter McDonald, ‘Weird Brightness and the Riverbank: Seamus Heaney, Virgil and the need for translation’, 
in Harrison et al. (n. 5 above).
8The Poems of T.S. Eliot, ed. Christopher Ricks and Jim McCue (London: Faber, 2015), vol. 1, p. 204 (‘Little Gidding’, 
lines 44–8).
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This is all the more significant because it comes in the famous passage about 
the ‘familiar compound ghost’, a figure which is now generally thought to 
represent an amalgam of several influences and literary ancestors (even if Yeats 
is the most prominent among them): Milton, Dante, Browning, Yeats, Pound, 
Swift, Mallarmé, Shakespeare, Hamlet’s father. Eliot infiltrates himself among 
his predecessors. I will return towards the end to Heaney’s debt to his modernist 
predecessors, especially the Irish ones; but, of course, we do not need to come 
forward to the twentieth century at all: medieval writers, like Dante, Boccaccio 
and Chaucer, liked to infiltrate themselves into classical, epic lists:

 Go, litel bok, go litel my tragedie …
 And kis the steppes where as thow seest pace
 Virgile, Ovide, Omer, Lucan, and Stace. 
 (Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde 5.1786, 1786–8)

Heaney is doing something implicitly similar with ‘The Riverbank Field’. In 
his review of Heaney’s Aeneid 6 in The London Review of Books, Colin Burrow 
suggested that the thickening of style in that version (a good verb for something 
which is characteristic of Heaney anyway) might reflect a post-Virgilian 
tradition of the political ethics and complexities, as well as the heightened style, 
of Lucan and Statius: something that might reach Heaney through Dante. (It 
is, of course, apt to invoke – however passingly – Lucan, the tragic poet of Civil 
War in the context of this lecture since Housman was the great modern editor 
of Pharsalia and a major commentator on it. And the Pharsalia was an inspiring 
predecessor for the republican poets of the English Civil War.9)

Heaney’s concern– it could almost be called a fixation – with Aeneid 6 goes back 
much earlier than Human Chain. In Stepping Stones he tells O’Driscoll ‘The 
motifs of Book 6 have been in my head for years – the Golden Bough, Charon’s 
barge, the quest to meet the shade of the father’ (SS, 389). The middle poem 
‘Sibyl’ in ‘Triptych’ (Field Work, 1979) is presumably addressed to the Sibyl of 
Cumae whose speech ‘as forgotten water in a well might shake’ responds with 

9See David Norbrook, Writing the English Republic. Poetry, Rhetoric and Politics 1627–1660 (Cambridge University 
Press, 1999), passim, but particularly pp. 438–67.
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a series of Virgilian images: ‘unless the helmeted and bleeding tree / Can green’ 
(FW, 13; Aeneid 3.22–68).10 Seeing Things, the 1991 volume in which Heaney 
in the poem ‘Fosterling’ declared himself at ‘nearly fifty’ ready ‘to credit marvels’, 
is the book where the implicit Virgilian echoes are most insistent. The book is 
divided into two more or less equal ‘Parts’: the first 44 pages of short lyric poems, 
and the second, called ‘Squarings’, made up of 48 12-line poems in three-line 
stanzas (which look at a glance like Dante’s terza rima). Outside this bipartite 
division, Seeing Things is bookended by translations of ‘The Golden Bough’11 
and ‘The Crossing’, a translation of the Charon passage from Inferno canto 
3 in Dante’s Divine Comedy, an Aeneid 6-inspired work which has been very 
productive for Heaney.

Heaney, Aeneid 6 and the Father

‘Crossings’ is the title of the third of the four gerund-defined sections –
Lightenings, Settings, Crossings, Squarings – into which ‘Squarings’ as a whole is 
divided, a section dominated by poems on the death of the poet’s father. We might 
call these poems ‘Virgilian’: that is, they are permeated by the spirit and themes 
of the Aeneid without adhering closely to the letter of the original: the feeling of 
Book 6, short of translation or the closer correspondences in Human Chain.

I cannot mention keshes or the ford
Without my father’s shade appearing to me

On a path towards sunset, eyeing spades and clothes
That turf cutters stowed perhaps or souls cast off
Before they crossed the log that spans the burn. 

 (‘Squarings’, xxxii, ST, 90)

10This echo of Book 3 is a reminder that moments from the Aeneid are scattered through Heaney’s writing: not just 
from Book 6 (though not from his A-Level Book 9). The Aeneid as a whole is acknowledged by Tom Paulin in his 
address to Heaney in 2005, when he received the Irish PEN award: ‘Virgil’s Aeneid has been a seminal and grounding 
text for you’ (SS, 389).
11Lines 98–127 of the original: line for line because translated by Heaney in Seeing Things into rough hexameters, 
corresponding to lines 140–203 in the full translation. This extract was printed in The Guardian, 27 February 2016, 
accompanying Heaney’s ‘Translator’s Note’. See next note here.
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The parallel becomes more explicit in the ‘scene from Dante’, the last poem in 
the series, in which the political protesters cross, ‘in a panic, to the car … that 
gave when we got in / Like Charon’s boat under the faring poets’ (xxxvi, ST, 94). 
And a more oblique echo comes towards the end of the whole ‘Squarings’ part 
of the book where the bogs in which the turfcutters work is called ‘fields of the 
nearly blessed’. Later on, at a point when (Heaney tells us later) he was already 
working on a full translation of Book 6, there is another set-piece translation 
of the Sibyl’s ‘facilis descensus Averno’ passage (126: not, however, even in 2009, 
from the work in progress12 for Modern Poetry in Translation in its issue devoted 
to ‘Freed Speech’).

In Station Island (1984), 7 years before Seeing Things, the purgatorial structure is 
formally drawn less from its theological setting, the Christian Catholic tradition 
of St Patrick’s Purgatory (Station Island in Lough Derg in Donegal), than it is 
from the revenant encounters in Dante’s Purgatorio, which is itself principally 
inspired by Aeneid 6, as much as Inferno canto 3 is. Of course, the underworld 
tradition which Heaney is linking himself to has an existence before as well as 
after Virgil, in Greek as well as Latin. Heaney says to O’Driscoll ‘the frisson of 
the cave at Eleusis … must have been something like the frisson of the ‘cave’ 
that pilgrims used to enter on a Lough Derg pilgrimage’ (SS, 294). To get a 
fuller sense of that literary tradition, we have to go beyond the Aeneid ’s Golden 
Bough and the various Charon-derived figures in Heaney’s later volumes (such 
as the Irish tin whistle-player in the highly chthonic poem ‘District and Circle’ 
in 2006) to Virgil’s predecessors and inspiration, to Ennius, Lucretius and 
Catullus, and of course ultimately Homer.

12Lines 42–97 in the original: not corresponding to those lines in the completed translation, in which Heaney has over 
300 lines more because of his keeping roughly to the English pentameter rather than Virgil’s hexameter throughout. 
See ‘Three “Freed Speeches” from Aeneid VI”’ (Modern Poetry in Translation 3 (12), 2009, ed. David and Helen 
Constantine), pp. 58–61. The section corresponds broadly to the original line for line; they are lines 65–139 of the 
whole translation. A similar line-for-line version of lines 638–78 was published as ‘The Fields of Light’ in Archipelago 
2, Spring 2008. Both these pieces suggest that Heaney was not yet translating the whole book in 2008–9, or at least 
not drawing on the full version with its shorter lines as finally published. For an authoritative outline of exactly how 
Heaney’s metrical forms work in the full Book 6 translation, see Rachel Falconer ‘The Music of Heaney’s Aeneid VI’, 
Comparative Literature 69, no. 4, December 2017, pp- 430–48.
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Ter Conatus and other Life-and-Death Encounters

In pursuing the father theme, I want now to turn more extensively to a device 
which is particularly prominent in Human Chain, the ‘ter conatus’ motif – in 
which a bodily living figure attempts in vain to embrace or just touch in the 
afterlife the shade of a loved person who is dead. There is a haunting series of 
recurrences in the Aeneid, the most famous of which is the encounter with the 
dead father, which Heaney makes most of, when Aeneas at the culmination of his 
afterlife quest tries to embrace the shade of his father Anchises in Book 6.700–2. 
Here are the lines in Heaney’s eloquent translation:

Three times he tried to reach arms round that neck.
Three times the form, reached for in vain, escaped
Like a breeze between his hands, a dream on wings. (Heaney, 942–4)

Virgil had used the same lines at the end of Aeneid 2, lines 792–4, when Aeneas 
is describing (to Dido, ironically) the appearance to him of the ghost of his wife 
Creusa after he has lost her on the flight from Troy. And there are several other 
occasions in the Aeneid when the encounters of such living bodies with shades or 
ghosts are described.

Before I concentrate on the encounters with the father and Heaney’s attitudes to 
them, I want to itemise briefly the other failed – and successful – embraces in the 
Aeneid, familiar as they are, because I want to link them to particular moments 
in the early poems of Heaney’s Human Chain as well as to earlier points in his 
poetry, especially in Seeing Things (1991), and to note some differences between 
them.13 The first is in Book 1, when Venus reveals herself to her son Aeneas after 
telling him in disguise the story of Dido (paralleling the despair of Odysseus at 
the departure of his mother Anticleia):   
 Aeneas
 Now recognised his mother. He spoke to her thus as she vanished:
 ‘You’re cruel too! Oh how often you toy with me, crafting illusions!
 Why? I’m your son! Why can’t we ever link our right hands together?’  
 (405–8)14

13Elizabeth Belfiore, ‘Ter Frustra Comprensa: Embraces in the Aeneid (Phoenix 38.1, 1984), 19–30.
14Trans. by Frederick Ahl (Oxford University Press, 2007), p. 16.
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The other instance in Book 1 is when Venus gets Cupid (her other son) to assume 
the form of Ascanius, Aeneas’s son, and hang on Aeneas’s neck, inflaming Dido 
with love for him, supplanting the memory of Sychaeus. In Book 2 come the 
lines about the failed embrace of Creusa in the flight from Troy. Towards the end 
of Book 5, the ghost of Anchises urges Aeneas to seek him out in Avernus, where, 
led by the Sibyl, he will find him amongst the blessed in Elysium. Then he too 
disappears like smoke into thin air. Aeneas cries out in despair:

 ‘Where are you rushing so soon?’ says Aeneas. ‘What’s all of this haste for?
Who are you running away from? Who’s keeping you from my   

 embraces?’ (5.741–2) 15

In Book 6 comes the famous ter conatus passage with the failed embrace of 
Anchises I quoted first. In Book 8 Venus – at last – invites her son to embrace her 
(‘amplexus nati Cytherea petivit’ 615), and in Book 12 Aeneas embraces Ascanius 
at the onset of battle (433): ‘Ascanium fusis circum complectitur armis’. The first 
paternal failure in Book 6 is the bis conatus in Daedalus’s inability to depict the 
death of his son Icarus after two attempts; Virgil addresses Icarus directly as a 
kind of consolation – as he also addresses the other young dead figures: Palinurus, 
Pallas, Lausus, Nisus and Euralyus, and Camilla. The Daedalus parallel shows the 
failure to be artistic as well as personal.

Beyond the seeking of the father prompted by the Anchises parallel, the complex 
series of fathers and sons (and grandfather/grandchild relations) in these Aeneid 
recurrences are explicitly evoked in Human Chain. Among the five family poems 
brought together as ‘Album’ early in the book, the first sees the parents together, 
‘gazing / not at each other but in the same direction’; the second sees them ‘as a 
couple’ leaving their child (the poet) at boarding-school ‘all the more together 
[with him] / for having had to turn and walk away’; the third is the parents’ 
wedding meal, at which the unborn child is present (another crossing 
of a boundary, in a way). All these three poems are closely linked with the 
theme of contact between parent and child; but it is the last two in the series 
that link so expressly with the success or otherwise of intimate touching. 

15Ibid., p. 124.
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The fourth poem addresses directly the failed father-son encounter, again starting 
on the riverbank:

 Were I to have embraced him anywhere
 It would have been on the riverbank
 That summer before college, him in his prime …

That should have been the first, but it didn’t happen.

The second did, at New Ferry one night
When he was very drunk and needed help
To do up trouser buttons. And the third

Was on the landing during his last week,
Helping him to the bathroom, my right arm
Taking the webby weight of his underarm.16

These are very different failed and successful physical encounters with the father 
from Virgil’s; yet in the context of male rural family relations, they are hardly less 
improbable or less momentous – which is no less true of the mention of them.17 
But the fifth poem in ‘Album’ clinches the connexion, with the introduction of 
the grandson – the equivalent of Ascanius whose role in the instances we have 
mentioned is both crucial and unexpected.

 It took a grandson to do it properly …
  Proving him thus vulnerable to delight …
 Just as a moment back a son’s three tries
 At an embrace in Elysium

 Swam up into my very arms …, (HC, 8)

This makes overt the textual connections. We are reminded that in Aeneid 1 it 
was the physical contact between Ascanius (or his form assumed by Cupid) and 
Aeneas that first fired Dido’s affections and released emotion.

16For a similar, earlier description of embarrassed physical encounters with his father, see the uncollected poem ‘A Boy 
Driving his Father to Confession’, discussed briefly below.
17A similar treatment of the Irish male-male reticence is Heaney’s great poem ‘A Call’ in The Spirit Level (53). Having 
telephoned his friend Brian Friel, the poet is waiting for him to come to the phone, hearing down the line various 
memento mori presences like ticking clocks. The poem ends with relief at the living evidence of his friend’s voice: ‘Next 
thing he spoke, and I nearly said I loved him.’ Nearly – but not quite.
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In the haunting moments of otherworld embraces that fail because of the 
lack of a physical body, Virgil is drawing on the epics of Homer, and Heaney 
could have done the same.18 Once again Dryden is insistent on the imaginative 
originality of Virgil, and what he does and does not derive from Homer. ‘There 
are parts of the Aeneis which resemble some parts both of the Ilias and of the 
Odysses; as, for example, Aeneas descended into hell, and Ulysses had been there 
before him; Aeneas lov’d Dido, and Ulysses lov’d Calypso: in few words, Virgil 
hath imitated Homer’s Odysses in his first six books, and in his six last the Ilias. 
But from hence can we infer that the two poets write the same history?’ No, is 
Dryden’s answer to his rhetorical question. The first six books of the Aeneid are 
often called Virgil’s Odyssey. The distribution of the living/dead encounters is 
more complicated than this: the Aeneid ’s Homeric debts do not divide in two so 
neatly in this case. In Book 23 of the Iliad, the funeral section, the appearance 
of the ghost of Patroclus causes anguish to Achilles who 

held out his arms to catch the spirit, but in vain. It vanished like a wisp of 
smoke, and went gibbering underground. Achilles leapt up in amazement. 
He beat his hands together and in his desolation cried: ‘Ah then, it is true 
that something of us does survive even in the Halls of Hades, but with no 
intellect at all, only the ghost and semblance of a man’.19

The most moving of such moments in Homer comes in Book 11 of the Odyssey, 
where Odysseus describes to Alcinous the appearance to him of the ghost of his 
mother Anticleia (a parallel, as I have said, with Aeneas’s narrative to Dido), and 
says:

Without knowing whether I could, I yearned to embrace her spirit, dead 
though she was. Three times, in my eagerness to clasp her to me, I started 
forward. Three times, like a shadow or a dream, she slipped through my 
hands and left me pierced by an even sharper pain. ‘Mother!’ I cried with 
words that winged their way to her. ‘Why do you not wait for me? I long 
to reach you so that even in Hell we may throw our loving arms round 
each other and draw cold comfort from our tears.’

18Precisely this has been done recently by the classical scholar Daniel Mendelsohn in his book An Odyssey. A Father, a 
Son and an Epic (London: Collins, 2017), where the relationship between Telemachus and Odysseus is used as a route 
to a kind of intimacy to be followed by Mendelsohn and his father.
19Trans. E.V. Rieu (Penguin Classics, 1950), pp. 414–5.
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This prompts the famous poetic response from the shade of Anticleia:

It is the law of our mortal nature, when we come to die. We no longer 
have sinews keeping the bones and flesh together; once life has departed 
from our white bones, all is consumed by the fierce heat of the blazing 
fire, and the soul slips away like a dream and goes fluttering on its ways.’20

As I said at the start, the fact that Heaney’s translation is posthumous, a poetic 
voice from the grave, resonates strongly with this theme of encounters between 
the living and the dead, and the movement between their worlds. In Virgil 
Aeneas goes to the afterlife in search of his father Anchises who appeared to 
him in the vision in Book 5, urging him to set out on the quest (in the Odyssey 
Circe tells Odysseus to visit the Underworld to consult the soothsayer Tiresias 
to find his way home to Ithaca, but the explicit directive to seek out the father as 
an end in itself is Virgil’s). It is remarkable how much these ghostly encounters 
for Heaney are confined to the father as they were in Aeneid 6. They are very 
prominent in the early poems in Human Chain we have been looking at, but they 
occur earlier in Heaney’s writing too. The idea of filial piety towards the father 
(manifested by pius Aeneas as a kind of eponymous associated virtue) is one that 
Heaney has raised throughout his writing life, from ‘Digging’ and ‘Follower’ in 
his first book, to several points in Seeing Things, especially the ‘Crossings’ section 
of the ‘Squarings’ part of the book.

Crossing back over the Styx: hoc opus, hic labor est

One of the themes of Book 6 that Heaney addresses is the famous difficulty of 
the return from Avernus. Heaney raises it most memorably in the last section of 
the title-poem in Seeing Things with its haunting opening line:

Once upon a time my undrowned father
Walked into our yard (18).

The father had gone to spray potatoes, refusing to take the child-narrator 
with him because it was dangerous. The father returns to the house, ‘His step 
unguided, his ghosthood immanent’, and the poem ends with the ‘happily ever 
after’ formula that balances the ‘once upon a time’ of the opening:

20Trans E.V.Rieu (Penguin Classics, 2003), 145.
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That afternoon I saw him face to face, he came to me
With his damp footprints out of the river,
And there was nothing between us there
That might not still be happily ever after.

This poem was written soon after his father’s death, and the fairy-tale formula 
of the conclusion (‘happily ever after’) implies something like the kind of 
Elysian afterlife that is sought in Aeneid 6 (the word to be supplied before it is, 
of course, ‘lived’, to complete the fairy-tale balance with the ‘once upon a time’ 
of the beginning). Even more strikingly, this return from a farming accident of 
the undrowned father with ‘his ghosthood immanent’ is a marked echo of the 
encounters with the dead, and the revenants from the world of the dead in the 
classical tradition. Heaney is not translating the Virgilian encounter with the 
father here; he is adapting it to his own purposes. The father in Seeing Things 
is a revenant from the land of the living. There is also, in ‘face to face’, some 
intertextual contrast with the vision of St Paul in Corinthians;21 the idea of 
divinity cannot be excluded from the word ‘immanent’, especially in a writer 
with such a sustained philosophical – even theological – bent as Heaney. The 
word (quoting Wikipedia) refers to ‘those philosophical and metaphysical 
theories of divine presence in which the divine encompasses or is manifested in 
the material world … to suggest that the spiritual world permeates the mundane’. 
So ‘his ghosthood immanent’ means that his post-mortal nature is present while 
he is still in his living form.

This haunting and powerful episode links to a Virgilian idea that is most strongly 
developed in Dante. In the afterlife encounters, the pilgrims (like Aeneas in 
Book 6, or Dante and Virgil in Inferno and Purgatorio) are in several episodes 
surprised and frustrated with the meetings with the shades. But the terror of the 
shades of the dead when they realise that there is someone among them with a 
physical body, which can cast shadows (which is what they are themselves), is far 
greater. Dante is the great exponent of this post-mortal fear: for example in the 
Casella encounter in Purgatorio 2. There is something of this effect in the return 
of the ‘undrowned’ father who, given his experience, might have been expected 
to be drowned. The appearance of the living father is startling in the same way 
21‘But some one will ask: “How are the dead raised? With what kind of body do they come?”… For this perishable 
nature must put on the imperishable, and this mortal nature must put on immortality.’ (1 Cor 15.35 and 53).
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as living bodies were among the dead shades. He appears to be a visitant from a 
different realm, having crossed back over from what Hamlet calls

 The undiscovered country from whose bourn
 No traveller returns (III, I, 86–7).

The view of the ‘immanent’ father in this episode is returned to in the volume 
Electric Light in 2001, in a poem which anticipates the ailing and debilitated father 
in the encounters in the ‘Album’ series in Human Chain. ‘Seeing the Sick’ begins

 Anointed and all, my father did remind me
 Of Hopkins’s Felix Randal.
     And then he grew
 (As he would have said himself ) ‘wee in his clothes’ –
 Spectral, a relict –
    And seemed to have grown so
 Because of something spectral he’d thrown off,
 The unbelonging, moorland part of him. (EL, 79)

He grew ‘spectral’ by throwing off ‘something spectral’. The ‘spectral’, 
‘unbelonging’ language here recalls the encounter with the father in, or from, a 
different realm (this poem was written over twelve years after his father’s death); 
and, along with the explicit quotation from Hopkins’s poem ‘Being anointed and 
all’, there is surely a suppressed echo from ‘Felix Randal’, ‘our duty all ended’. To 
throw off the ‘spectral’ is logically to return to the physically real, to receive the 
‘second bodies’ that Anchises says is the state desired by the shades undergoing 
purgation and received by some of them after a thousand years, where (as Heaney 
will put it in his last book)

  memories of this underworld are shed
 And soul is longing to dwell in flesh and blood
 Under the dome of the sky. (‘The Riverbank Field’)

The lines in ‘Seeing Things’ say the father has become ‘spectral, a relict’ (as Rachel 
Falconer has said, a relict is a word for the bereaved widowed survivor in Catholic 
Death Notices) by throwing off the spectral. The dying father is widowed by his 
own death.
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Encounters with Fathers vs Mothers, Nurses, Aunts: Anchises, 
Anticleia, Eurycleia

But why are the ghostly encounters in Heaney so consistently with the father, 
rather than with a mother like Anticleia or Venus, or out of profound friendship, 
like Achilles’s with Patroclus? The observance of such pieties is by no means absent 
from Heaney’s work: his elegies for his mother in the celebrated ‘Clearances’ series 
in The Haw Lantern (1987) are some of his greatest personal poems,22 as is his 
elegy for his close friend David Hammond ‘The door was open and the house was 
dark’ in Human Chain. In the ‘Clearances’ sonnets, the remembered engagements 
with Heaney’s mother are vividly realistic and physically active: peeling potatoes 
or folding sheets together. The imagery of these celebratory poems is decidedly 
materialist: polished linoleum, brass taps, china cups. These domestic interiors, 
which Heaney always captured so wonderfully, have no place in the world of twilit 
ghosts. Recalling shared activity, one of the ‘Clearances’ poems ends decisively:

Her breath in mine, our fluent dipping knives –
Never closer the whole rest of our lives (HL, 27).

The material domesticity of this belongs to a very different world from the 
‘undrowned father’ of Seeing Things or the spectral father of ‘Seeing the Sick’, 
where a living presence emerges from the world of the dead rather than the 
other way round. But the most striking connexion with the revenant theme 
here is the sharing or disappearing of breath: sharing of breath – real, living 
breath – is explicitly what does not happen with Anticleia in the Odyssey, and 
the disappearance of breath in the wind is the descriptive essence of several of 
the various failed physical encounters in the ter conatus series, with the spirit of 
Anchises in Book 5, for instance, or with Patroclus in the Odyssey. Even in the 
parent-twinning late poem ‘Uncoupled’ in Human Chain, the mother at her 
work is ‘coming to the ash pit’ with a fire-pan ‘full to the brim / With whitish 
dust and flakes still sparking hot / That the wind is blowing into her apron bib, 
/ Into her mouth and eyes while she proceeds / Unwavering’, ‘until we have lost 

22Discussions of the place of women in Heaney’s poetry have tended to be dominated by the question of sexism or 
essentialism, whether to level the charge or rebut it. But some of the most sympathetic and effective figures in his poetry 
are women, as in the passages I am just about to quote. Another example is the late elegy for his aunt, ‘The Lift’: ‘Favourite 
aunt, good sister, faithful daughter … They bore her lightly on the bier. Four women, / Four friends – she would have 
called them girls – stepped in / And claimed the final lift beneath the hawthorn’. (District and Circle, 2006, pp. 42–3).
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sight of her / Where the worn path turns behind the henhouse’ (HC, 10). The 
wind blows towards her rather than away from her.

Heaney’s remembered dealings with his mother are of a secular, everyday kind. 
The ‘Clearances’ poem I have mentioned begins ‘When all the others were away 
at Mass’, and the poem culminates with a total physical sharing of breath. Going 
to Mass was a pretty ordinary activity in the Irish Catholic week; still, it is a 
spiritual rather than a domestic activity. There is nothing ghostly or ‘spectral’ 
about the shared activity with the mother; the breath does not disappear in an 
evanescent cloud. And, if the paternal connexions with Anchises are important 
in the representations of Heaney’s father, with their associated pieties and 
obligations, Heaney’s mother is deeply different from Venus, the decidedly 
spectral, duty-enforcing, undemonstrative mother of Aeneas, whom in Book 
1.405–9 (as we have seen) her son Aeneas accuses of cruelty for fleeing from him. 
There are no complications in the fulfilled, worldly relationships with the mother 
in ‘Clearances’. Even after her death, the question of a demanding, imperative 
piety does not arise, as it does not with the celebrated representation of the poet’s 
aunt (the figure corresponding roughly to Eurycleia) in ‘Sunlight’, the first of the 
two epigraph poems in North. Even her absence is sunlit; the presence of love 
without obligation needs no argument or illustration among the details of this 
domestic setting:

  And here is love
  Like a tinsmith’s scoop
  Sunk past its gleam
  In the meal-bin (N, x).

But the view of a fulfilled sense of physical presence with his mother and aunt, in 
contrast with the spectral father, links to a strange recurrent notion in Heaney’s 
writing: the idea that a departed object or person leaves a space which (like 
the ‘sunlit absence’) is as physically real as what has gone.23 Heaney first deals 
with it in relation to the chestnut tree which is his coeval, planted when he was 
born. It is first mentioned in the essay ‘The Placeless Heaven: Another Look at 
Kavanagh’, the first of Heaney’s T.S. Eliot lectures in 1986. When the tree has 
been cut down,

23Cf. the discussion of Mircea Eliade and ‘the desacralising of space’ in Stepping Stones, 309.
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I began to think of the space where the tree had been or would have 
been. In my mind’s eye I saw it as a kind of luminous emptiness, a 
warp and waver of light, and once again, in a way that I find hard to 
define, I began to identify with that space just as years before I had 
identified with the young tree.

 Except that this time it was not so much a matter of attaching 
oneself to a living symbol of being rooted in the native ground; it was 
more a matter of preparing to be unrooted, to be spirited away into 
some transparent, yet indigenous afterlife … a placeless heaven rather 
than a heavenly place.24

The most memorable evocation of this space comes at the start of the last two 
poems in the ‘Clearances’ series about the poet’s mother:

    Then she was dead,
 The searching for a pulsebeat was abandoned
 And we all knew one thing by being there.
 The space we stood around had been emptied
 Into us to keep, it penetrated
 Clearances that suddenly stood open. (The Haw Lantern, 31)

 I thought of walking round and round a space
 Utterly empty, utterly a source
 Where the decked chestnut tree had lost its place… 
 (The Haw Lantern, 32)
 
Even in death, the presence of the mother is forthcoming rather than 
evanescent. She remains a paradoxical presence rather than an unreachable 
absence. But we might also recall by contrast the materialist finality of death as 
described by Odysseus’s mother Anticleia: ‘It is the law of our mortal nature, 
when we come to die. We no longer have sinews keeping the bones and flesh 
together.’

24Seamus Heaney, The Government of the Tongue (London: Faber & Faber, 1988), pp. 3–4.
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Pius Aeneas and filial piety: pietas patris

There is however a good deal of concern with the sense of duty in pietas patris, 
welcome or not. And the more insistent connection of the father with travel to 
and from the land of the dead is not confined in Heaney to Aeneid 6. The last 
poem in the book before Human Chain, District and Circle in 2006, recalls his 
translation of Sophocles in The Cure at Troy.

And lines I once translated
Come back: ‘I want away
To the house of death, to my father

Under the low clay roof.’ (‘The Blackbird of Glanmore’, DC, 75)

This links forward to the poems concerned with the father’s death in Human 
Chain. When the boy hurries with his copy of Aeneid 6 past the booths of 
Smithfield Market, past the suits and overcoats that swayed on their hangers 
‘like their owners’ shades close-packed on Charon’s barge’, as well as recalling 
the souls jostling for a place on Charon’s boat to cross the river of the dead, 
the empty clothes recall Heaney’s father’s suits hanging in the wardrobe after 
his death, ‘broad / And short / And slightly bandy-sleeved’ (‘The Butts’).25 
The poems in Human Chain dealing with the illness and death of Heaney’s 
father now over twenty years earlier are a highly expressive modification of the 
tradition of ter conatus. Like the ‘immanent ghosthood’ of the undrowned, still 
living father in Human Chain, ‘The Butts’ and the last two poems in the series 
‘Album’, as we have seen, recall ‘a son’s three tries / At an embrace’.

Heaney’s turning to Anchises was, of course, importantly motivated by a literal 
attachment to his own father; pietas patris is of the first importance. When 
Heaney died, Andrew O’Hagan recalled a moment from the travels that he 
and Karl Miller, the creator of The London Review of Books, took with him to 
various parts of the British Isles. By the grave of the great Welsh religious poet 

25Andrew J. Auge links the eschatology of these clothes hangers to the refrain of Yeats’s late poem ‘The Apparitions’: 
‘Fifteen Apparitions I have seen: / The worst a coat upon a coat-hanger’. (‘The Soul Exceeds its Circumstances’: The Later 
Poetry of Seamus Heaney, ed. Eugene O’Brien [University of Notre Dame Press, 2016], p. 32). But the first coat-hanger 
in Heaney comes at the start of his crucial early essay ‘Belfast’: ‘ “If a coathanger knocked in a wardrobe / That was a 
great event”: Derek Mahon’s evocation of the unfulfilled expectancy of an old man living in Belfast’ (Preoccupations, 28).
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Henry Vaughan, Miller said to Heaney: ‘It’s hard to think of you, Seamus, 
without belief. I find it hard not to believe you believe.’ Miller goes on to say 
that, despite his general loss of faith, ‘I always believed I would see my granny 
again. She was good to me.’ ‘For me it was my father’, said Seamus. ‘I’d hope to 
see him again, all right.’ This was in 2010, the year of Human Chain.26 And in 
the chthonic poem ‘District and Circle’, Heaney’s reflection in the window of a 
tube-train brings his father to mind, ‘My father’s glazed face in my own waning 
/ And craning’ (DC, 19).

Aeneas’s search for Anchises is Heaney’s literary model, and his two-way revenant 
encounters with his father, living and dead, is a remarkable application of 
Aeneas’s meetings with Anchises in Books 5 and 6 of the Aeneid, where he is 
mysteriously lost and then recovered. This is also the fate of the father who was 
almost drowned in ‘Seeing Things’. But what Heaney wants from an encounter 
with his father is very different from Anchises’ certitudes of the end of Book 6. 
He has significant reservations about Book 6 and its pietas patriae; he says ‘For 
the contemporary reader, it is the best of books and the worst of books. Best 
because of its mythopoeic vision, the twilit fetch of its language, the pathos of 
the many encounters it allows the living Aeneas with his familiar dead. Worst 
because of its imperial certitude, its celebration of Rome’s manifest destiny and 
the catalogue of Roman heroes.’27 In his Translator’s note, he says: ‘By the time 
the story reaches its climax in Anchises’s vision of a glorious Roman race who will 
issue from Aeneas’s marriage from Lavinia, the translator is likely to have moved 
from inspiration to grim determination: the roll call of generals and imperial 
heroes, the allusions to variously famous or obscure historical victories and 
defeats make this part of the poem something of a test for reader and translator 
alike.’ It is important to see how this view of the Aeneid as the best and worst of 
books accords with a political distinction that Heaney had always voiced: early in 
his career he said of Northern Ireland ‘What we have is the tail-end of a struggle 
in a province between territorial piety and imperial power’. 28 He is not very 
happy with either.

26The Guardian, 2 September 2013.
27Op. cit., ‘Note on the Text’, p. 51.
28‘Feeling Into Words’ (1974), in Preoccupations, 57.
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At the end of his translator’s note to Book 6 Heaney offers the birth of a 
female child as a substitute for the grand imperial prophecies of the end 
of Book 6: ‘the little one whose “earthlight broke” in late 2006’ and who 
shared with Father McGlinchey the motivation for the translation. At the 
risk of oversimplifying, we might see this substitution as in keeping with the 
undemanding intimacies of the domestic and the female in the ‘Clearances’ 
sonnets, in contrast to the high requirements of vocation and fulfilment of 
the imperial theme (to borrow Wilson Knight’s term for Shakespeare’s Roman 
tragedies). Heaney makes an ‘optimistic prophecy’ out of his given project, 
just as he did in his free version of Virgil’s Eclogue 4 (line 17) in ‘Bann Valley 
Eclogue’ (EL, 12):

pacatumque reget patriis virtutibus orbem (he will rule a world brought 
to peace [or subjugated?] by his father’s powers)

Heaney’s optimistic prophecy is not like the imperial one that Anchises ends 
Book 6 with, though; the case for his ‘own tongue and province’ is made in the 
hopeful terms of Eclogue 4, with ‘Planet earth like a teething ring suspended’. 
Heaney’s Virgil prophesizes (implicitly, of course, expressing a wish) a secular, 
untroubled future for the child, far from eclipses, gunfire or explosions, 
evading all pieties.

 She’ll lie on summer evenings listening to
 A chug and slug going on in the milking parlour.

So what exactly is the range of the term ‘filial piety’ for Heaney? There is 
an essential distinction to be made between two kinds of pietas in Book 6, 
a distinction which is even more marked for Heaney than for Virgil. The 
wish to see the father – pietas patris – is human and personal; but there is 
also the further obligation linked etymologically to the father, pietas patriae: 
piety towards fatherland. The issue of filial piety arises famously in two early 
poems; ‘Digging’ is a simple tribute to his father’s physical strength and 
accomplishment as the poet looks from the window at him digging. The poem 
famously concludes that he will dig – reach into the earth – with the pen 
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rather than the spade. The second, apparently rather more problematic poem, 
‘Follower’, tells how as a child he followed his father as he worked on the farm:

  I stumbled in his hobnailed wake,
  Fell sometimes on the polished sod;
  Sometimes he rode me on his back
  Dipping and rising to his plod.

  I wanted to grow up and plough,
  To close one eye, stiffen my arm.
  All I ever did was follow
  In his broad shadow round the farm.

  I was a nuisance, tripping, falling,
  Yapping always. But today
  It is my father who keeps stumbling
  Behind me and will not go away (DN, 24–5).

The metaphorical drift of the poem is plain enough, and seemingly 
uncontentious; the ending means that, after the parental break at adulthood, it is 
the memory or absence of the father which will not go away and which he cannot 
escape from, mentally. But I think it means more than this: it is not a sentimental 
memory of the father that the poem wants to banish; it is primarily the 
continuing dutiful obligation of piety to the father which is a nuisance and that 
the poem’s speaker wishes would ‘go away’. He wants to escape piety, like Joyce’s 
Stephen Dedalus (if not to the same degree). In ‘Follower’ the passing worry is 
the negative presentation of the father at the signifier level: ‘stumbling’ and ‘will 
not go away’. There is a similar problem of representation in an early, uncollected 
but much discussed poem about the poet’s father, ‘A Boy Driving his Father to 
Confession’, which mentions ‘chinks in the paternal mail’ and the figure of the 
father ‘morose as ever’. The fact that the poem remained uncollected suggests 
some degree of unease with it, not shared with the poet’s view of ‘Follower’, 
which occurs in all of Heaney’s selected volumes. From the first, it seems, the 
father-son relationship is seen as inherently complicating.
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For Heaney there is another highly significant ancestral line which offers 
a route back to the texts of Virgil, touched on a number of times already – 
through Dante, with whom Heaney was increasingly concerned from the 
late 1970s. And the way to Dante was through the Modernists – Eliot, Joyce 
and to a lesser extent Yeats.29 It has often been noted as a distinctive feature 
of the Irish modernists, especially Joyce and Yeats, that they had a marked 
concern with their fathers (by contrast, it is said, with the sentimental 
Victorian fixation with mothers).30 In his eugenic poem prefixed to his volume 
Responsibilities in 1914, it is from his ancestral ‘old fathers’ that Yeats asks 
pardon that he has ‘no child’: ‘nothing but a book, / Nothing but that to prove 
your blood and mine.’

Just as Virgil inherited episodes and motifs from the epics of Homer, Dante’s 
otherworld framework in the Commedia is a legacy of Aeneid 6: arguably the 
most important literary debt in modern western literature. Eliot’s epigraph 
to ‘Prufrock’ is the crucial modernist document here, the words of Guido da 
Montefeltro from Inferno 27.61–6 in response to Dante’s question as to his 
identity:

If I thought that my reply was to somebody who might ever return 
to the world, this flame [his tongue] would remain silent. But since 
nobody will ever return alive from these depths, I am replying 
without fear of infamy.

The irony of Guido’s position, of course, is that he is talking to someone who 
can return to the world of the living, the pilgrim Dante who, like Aeneas 
before him, is travelling through the afterlife with his living body. This pilgrim 
can cross back over the Styx. The modernists took their forms as well as their 
themes from Dante when dealing with movement between the worlds of the 
living and the dead. Later in the section of ‘Little Gidding’ I quoted earlier, 
Eliot uses a tercet form to describe ‘the spirit unappeased and peregrine / 

29The authoritative statement of this is Eliot’s essay ‘Ulysses, Order, and Myth’ (The Dial, 1923).
30See also Edna Longley’s acid but shrewd essay, ‘ “When Did You Last See Your Father?” Perceptions of the Past in 
Northern Irish Writing 1965–85’ (Bloodaxe Books, 1994), and Colm Tóibín, ‘His Spittin’ Image’ on Joyce’s father 
(LRB, vol. 40, no. 4, 22 February 2018, pp. 32–6).
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Between two worlds’:

So I find words I never thought to speak
In streets I never thought I should revisit
When I left my body on a distant shore. (lines 70–2)

This Palinurus-like voice is one that recurs amongst the modernists and their 
successors, for example in Cyril Connolly’s reflections on life-death transactions 
in the name of Palinurus in The Unquiet Grave (1944) and in W.G. Sebald’s 
strange fable Austerlitz (2001). Yeats in ‘Cuchulainn Comforted’ uses Dante’s 
terza rima to tell how ‘A man that had six mortal wounds, a man / Violent and 
famous, strode among the dead’.31 Here the shades are called ‘Shrouds’; but they 
have the same fear of the full-bodied Cuchulainn as the shades in Dante, as he 
‘strode among’ them. Relatively early in his career Heaney, in his essay ‘Yeats as 
an Example?’, proposed this poem to represent Yeats at his best.

The most important Dantesque Heaney link here is with Joyce. In his 
translation of Book 6 Heaney gives us a strong hint of the connexion with Joyce 
by using his distinctive spelling of the strange surname of Stephen Dedalus 
(rather than the Latin Daedalus, which is normal in English versions too). In his 
use of Virgil Heaney is acting as a modernist, like Joyce in Ulysses; what Eliot 
calls the ‘mythic method’ is in practice the kind of opportunistic allusiveness 
for which Ulysses is notorious. Two different schemes of allusion were suggested 
by Joyce to two early readers, Stuart Gilbert and Carlo Linati. And there has 
been sustained argument about how essential the identification of the chapters 
with the characters of the Odyssey is. Should we call the first chapter of Ulysses 
‘Telemachus’ and the last chapter ‘Penelope’? None of the editors use the names 
as chapter headings, though they feel at liberty to refer to the chapters by them.

What I am suggesting in conclusion is that this kind of similarity – the mythic 
method – is what Heaney is operating from Virgil in the parallel poems in 
Human Chain, in the ‘Crossings’ poems in Seeing Things, and elsewhere. The 
bus inspector corresponds to Charon in the same way that Buck Mulligan 
corresponds to Antinous. Heaney’s spectral ‘undrowned’ father in Seeing Things 
corresponds in complicated but calculated ways to Anchises in Aeneid 5.

31The Variorum Edition of the Poems of W.B.Yeats, ed. P. Allt and R.K. Alspach (New York: Macmillan, 1956), p. 634.
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These are suggestive parallels, not identifications, in a way that is recognizable 
as the procedures of the modernists. It is the way that Eliot’s Arthurian Waste 
Land corresponds to Europe in the years after World War I. And the exuberance 
with which Heaney gives us the key to the correspondences with Aeneid 6 in 
‘Route 110’ is reminiscent of the parallel-seeking that Ulysses invites and has 
received.

However, in seeking the appeal of Virgil for Heaney, especially Aeneid 6, we 
must not depart too far from the fact that it was the death of his own father that 
reinforced it. What appealed to him was the way ‘the beginning and middle of 
that book are alive with poetic and narrative energy … as well as the pathos of 
the many encounters it allows the living Aeneas with his familiar dead’. If the 
encounter with the father was the centrepiece of the mythic analogy, it was not 
the whole story, and there is very little affinity with Aeneas in Heaney, who in 
his Burial at Thebes has more sympathy with Antigone than Creon; the family 
and personal pieties have more depth than the driven political obligations 
though, as always, he maintains balance between public and private imperatives.

Heaney says his translation of Book 6 was a performance of duties: his 
translator’s note begins by saying it is ‘neither a “version” nor a crib: it is more 
like classics homework, the result of a lifelong desire to honour the memory 
of my Latin teacher at St Columb’s College, Father Michael McGlinchey’. 
It discharges, too, a debt to family as represented by ‘the little one whose 
“earthlight broke” in late 2006’. But in plotting important events in his own 
life on to episodes in Book 6, we must remember his declaration that ‘when 
poets turn to the great masters of the past, they are turning to an image of their 
own creation, one which is likely to be a reflection of their own imaginative 
needs, their own artistic inclinations and procedures’. Much modern criticism 
of the Aeneid, I am told, is concerned with its moral ambiguity, a quality 
which is to Heaney’s taste; the ability to live and write in doubt has been said 
to be characteristic of the modernists with their mythic method since Yeats. 
Heaney’s world of sunlit absences, placeless heavens and undrowned fathers fits 
particularly well with the Virgilian world he evokes with its ‘mythopoeic visions, 
the twilit fetch of its language, the pathos of the many encounters it allows the 
living Aeneas with his familiar dead’. What more could he ask for!
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